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Happy New Year! 

But only in the way of Christian Living! 

Putting these two together, we would conclude that there is no better time to stop and 

reflect upon our Christian Living than at the beginning of this New Year. Then, if a sincere 

introspection is carried out, we will see the necessity of certain improvements and other changes 

in our Christian life and when these, through grace, are properly effected we will be able to enjoy 

a truly happy and blessed New Year. In the neglect of these innovations, the future, though it be 

materially more prosperous than ever before, will be spiritually degenerating; we will fall farther 

away from the consciousness of real happiness. 

We might, perhaps, reason that our lives are already on a high Christian level and 

consequently we see no need of change. We are quite satisfied with the present routine of limited 

Christian duty and for that inane reason even resent the suggestion of any innovation. Such 

thinking is suggestive of the carnally minded Pharisee who, tapping on his own shoulder, 

whispered in his own ear, “Sir, you are really a fine fellow”. When we even dare to suggest that 

in the Kingdom of God we have or are doing our share, it would reveal a blind ignorance of the 

Biblical standards of our Christian endeavor—which demands nothing less than the whole heart, 

mind, soul and strength. Always we fall short! Even our best efforts are polluted with sin! 

Time then for innovation! 

So it is, indeed, for the apostle Paul tells us that we “should walk in newness of life”. 

That requires daily change and improvement. Our Baptism Form reiterates this when it speaks of 

the “daily renewing of our lives”, and that “we crucify our old nature and walk in a new and holy 

life”. More could easily be added to this but it is not necessary. Surely none of us are able to say 

now that we need no change for even in the best there is great room for betterment. The problem 

is: “Where shall we begin?” 

In facing the New Year in this light we must guard carefully against another danger. We 

are apt, in looking for a point of departure, to break down our lives into various categories: “the 

religious, the social, the business, the recreational, the family, the individual, etc”. Next, we are 

in danger of labeling some as “satisfactory”, others as “to be improved”, and a final and usually a 

very small group as “in need of renovation”. Doing this we defeat our exact purpose which is the 

“transforming of our lives”, and not just a selected part of them. To make the necessary 

innovations, therefore, it is important that we begin with that which is the closest to us: OUR 

HEARTS! There the change of life must begin. True it is that we are not “masters of our hearts” 

and that we do not possess the power to change them—but as professing Christians we do 

believe that the potentiality to change them has been given to us by God. It remains for us, then 

to exercise that grace. If our hearts are filled with malice, hatred, greed, covetousness, lust, evil-

speaking and a thousand other vanities, the fundamental change essential unto a Happy New 

Year is that all these vices be rooted out and be supplanted by love, mercy, brotherly kindness, 

spiritual affection, and a hungering and thirsting for the Kingdom of Heaven and all its 

righteousness. 

Time for innovation! 

Have we made and do we experience this first essential change? If we have we are on the 

road to happiness! We are then in a proper position to see the need of change in the various 



departments of life and also to strive diligently toward making the required alterations. Then 

NOW becomes the imperative moment for a broader reflection upon life and a more careful 

analysis of our conduct in the past, at the present, and with a view to the future. 

But how shall we do this, Christian youth? Shall we take concrete things and write them 

down in two separate volumes, entitling the one “You may do this” and the other “You may not 

do this”. No, let us not attempt it, for besides thus infringing upon your Christian liberty, we 

would be identifying things with good and evil. This would involve as in still greater difficulties 

and would result in endless confusion. Besides, so complex is life today, that we would scarcely 

be able to complete such a work in one lifetime. What is more, such a policy betrays our 

confidence in youth to discern the good and evil. The cardinal requisite toward reaching our 

desired end and seeing the necessary day by day changes in our Christian life, is that each one of 

us makes this a “personal” matter. As we individually are thus renewed, we will collectively see 

and joy in the changes made. 

But this does not mean that we simply “brush aside” the matter without further ado. Let 

us make some suggestions—fitting to one or all. In our present day there is a festering cancer 

called by such names as “pleasure, amusements, recreation”, which is working mightily to de-

stroy or at least degenerate youth. It keeps them from the mid-week meetings of the church; it 

draws them out of the home and away from the family sanctuary; it places them in company with 

the “sons and daughters” of the world; it builds the body and destroys the soul! We don’t mean 

to be “old fogies” here, nor do we advocate that youth live like “grandpa and grandma”. The 

impression must not be left that we consider recreation to be sin nor pleasure by itself wrong. But 

these things so easily lead to sin—readily cause sin! They steal one’s first love for Christ and 

Spiritual values and they distract one’s attention from the WORD of God. There are those in the 

church who can recite the “lineups, scores, averages,” etc, of all the big games, but who are 

ignorant of the “ten commandments, the twelve apostles, the Apostle’s Creed,” etc. We do well 

to bear this in mind: “Bodily exercise profiteth little but godliness with contentment is great 

gain”. 

Time for innovation? Do we, perhaps, need a change? How about your emphasis in this 

respect? Upon what is it placed? “Where your heart is there will your treasures be also.” 

It goes without saying that the time to abandon the theatre and its adjuncts is NOW! 

Perhaps you plead “not guilty”. We hope so and yet it is revealing that would be Christian youth 

do frequent such places. It is not so astounding though when the church condones theatrical 

performances and even sponsors them. Of the theatre and its devilishness one author writes: “It 

puts a gloss upon sin. The base and wicked are exalted and virtue is ridiculed. Religion is scoffed 

at; blasphemy is indulged in; criminals become heroes, and the good are made to appear as 

simpletons. Murder, adultery, divorce, theft and other crimes are made light of and the 

sacredness of love and the solemnity of dying is trifled with. There is scarcely an incident, 

however debasing, that may not be learned at the theatre, making it a university of vice and 

immorality for the youthful mind. There is one consolation. If plays get any rottener, they can’t 

harm the kind of people that continue to patronize them. The attitude of most performers, on the 

stage is well known. We read, that in a theatrical performance in an eastern city, one of the 

performers says: “If your country’s laws forbid you, change your laws! If your church forbids 

you, change your church! If your God forbids, you, change your God.” The reason some do not 

see the evil of these things, is that the god of this world has blinded their minds. 

Time for innovation? O man of God, flee these things. Abstain from every appearance of 

evil. Fight the good fight of faith. Follow after righteousness. Lay hold on eternal life! Let the 



wicked forsake his ways! Return unto the Lord! Time for a change in practical things? 

But there is a great deal more. The foregoing covers only a fragment of our life. There, is 

still the much more important phases of life. How about our homes? Any room for innovations? 

Not that we mean to say that a change is always good, for that may not be the case. We heard of 

a father who for ten years led his family in prayer and then decided to make a change and 

because of the “extras” in social and business life he dropped the family devotions. We don’t 

advocate that. But how about rekindling the home fires; re-establishing the family altar; returning 

from the streets of the world to the sanctuary of Divine Institutions. What about the church? 

Don’t be so hasty to conclude that it stands upon its highest possible spiritual level. We never 

saw the church in this world that did. To reason that way is but an excuse for “work” and reflects 

an attitude and spirit of “self-complacency”. Dismiss it. Set yourself to thinking. Appoint 

yourself a ways and means committee and come to the next meeting with suggestions for the 

spiritual improvement of your church, society, fellow-member and yourself. 

So go through life. So begin a new year and in the way of positive, beneficial change 

from day to day may our Christian living be an ever happy one. Say with Dr. J. Chapman: “The 

rule that governs my life is this—-anything that dims my vision of Christ or takes away my taste 

for Bible study, or cramps my prayer life, or makes my Christian work difficult, is wrong for me, 

and I must as a Christian turn away from it.” 

God help each one of us to resolve this day to set his face like a flint in the presence of 

compromising situations and sinful pleasures. Change! Yes, the world is changing all the time. It 

is in the process of disintegration and deformation even as it seeks to hold on to the threads of an 

outward union upon which it attempts to build itself. It is, according to God's Word, on the brink 

of disaster. Let us not be part of it. Let us, too, change, but change through regeneration and 

dally sanctification, so that as the days and years roll by we may find ourselves farther and 

farther from burning Sodom and closer to our Eternal Refuge. 
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